
 
Handbags are the perfect 
canvas for  Pamela’s 
mixed media art.  She 
loves designing and      
embellishing her        
handbags to give each 
one their own particular 
style.  She has been        
sharing her passion for  

handbags through presentations and    
workshops for over 15 years.     
 
Pamela’s wearable fiber art, ’Poozles’, may 
be seen at galleries and art shows in the 
greater Sacramento Area.  You may also 
see her art online at www.Poozles.com.   
 
Pamela also does custom period correct 
clothing for Renaissance and Victorian eras 
and has taught classes at Renaissance 
Symposium.       

   Presentations 

      Workshops 

           Seminars                                                                                                              
Pamela L. Day 

Flexible individualized presentations                                                                                                             

for your guild or shop.   

Poozles 

“The art  

of handbags 

is my passion.” 

The Sausalito 

Poozles Offers 

Pricing 

Presentations— 1-1.5 hour(s)    $300.00 

Workshops—full day   $550.00 

Seminar: Save $100.00 when both                  

a presentation and a workshop are        

booked and occur.   $750.00 

Travel 

 Mileage-home in Somerset, CA 

 Air travel-Sacramento, CA  

About Poozles 

Pamela L. Day 

530.651.3857 

pamela@poozles.com  

www.poozles.com 



“Pamela’s presentations are fun and loaded 
with tips and techniques!  She has shown me 
that handbags can be awesome,                 
inexpensive fashion statements and extremely 

functional.”                                           Cindy S.  

“It was only after taking a Poozles workshop 
that my handbags went from “Did you make 

that?”  to “Where did you buy it? I love it!”  

“One of the best workshops I’ve taken.”    Linda  

Poozles Trunk Show 

Your members will not want to miss this           

fun-filled, informative trunk show.   

 See, touch and feel many of the unique   

handbags designed by Pamela.  

 Receive professional tips and techniques 

for creating your best handbag. 

 PowerPoint presentation available. 

 Handouts, door prizes and retail therapy. 

Renaissance Clothing 

 Discover the beauty and necessity          
essential to period correct clothing with a 

focus on what women wore and why.   

 Enjoy, touch and feel the sixteenth century 
from peasant to noble class through a   
selection of Pamela’s personal                

Renaissance clothing.   

 

Workshops 

 Short supply list. 

 My goal is for everyone to go home with 

their project finished.  

 Handouts, door prizes and retail therapy.  

“The New Yorker”  

This smart stylish handbag 
has it all with four styles 
and all the benefits of a 
structured handbag.    

Take The New Yorker             
everywhere and listen for 
the compliments.  

“The program was very interesting and           
informative.   The workshop was a       

complete success! 

If you are fortunate enough to sit in on one 
of      Pamela’s fun lectures or workshops, 
you will know why we count Pamela as 
one of our friends now.”                                                                                                                                  
  Pamela B., Haute Couture Societé  

“The Sausalito”  

Triangle flaps, divided pockets, 
hard bottom and an easy draw 
cord handle make                 
The Sausalito is a truly unique 
‘must have’ handbag.   

Perfect for showing off your 
piece work.   

“Silkscapes”  

This exciting workshop 
takes you from         
creating sumptuous 
silk mosaic fabric that 
allows you to play with 

shapes, colors and textures to taking home a 
completed clutch.                       

   Silkscapes is fully kitted.   

“Flame Sculpted Fiber 

Flowers”  

Abandon yourself to          
creativity learning how to 
make these unique fabric 
embellishments that are per-
fect for handbags, hats and 

jackets.   

Optional kits available   

“Pamela…. Was patient, encouraging, and 
calming.  She taught us several new           
techniques and tips—she was an open book— 
making us all faboo handbag makers and  
closer friends.  Pamela kept walking around 
the room stopping occasionally to do smallish 
group tutorials and we left with all of the       
information we needed to finish the project and 

even make it again.” 

                     Rhonda—Santa Rosa Quilt Guild 

     Presentations          and          Workshops  People Are Talking 


